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adopt 6 (v) to accept something and start to use or follow it 採納

altitude 7 (n) height above sea level 高度

baobab 7 (n)
a short tree with a very thick trunk and large edible

fruit called monkey bread
猴麵包樹

brood 7 (v) a group of baby birds 一窩小鳥

colony 6 (n)
a country or area which is controlled by a more

powerful country
殖民地

constitution 6 (n)
a law determining the fundamental political principles

of a government
憲法

expression 6 (n) a group of words that form part of a sentence 語句

federation 6 (n)
the act of forming a political unity out of a number of

separate states
聯邦

founding 6 (adj) relating to the starting of a nation 建國的

hands-down 6 (adj) achieved without great effort 唾手可得的

immense 7 (adj) unusually great in size 極大的

numerous 6 (adj) large in number 數不清的

parakeet 7 (n) a small parrot with a long tail 長尾小鸚鵡

state 6 (n)
the territory occupied by an administrative district of a

nation
州

summit 7 (n) the top of a mountain 山頂

wig 7 (n) a covering of false hair to be worn over your own hair 假髮

baleen 13 (n) a horny material from the upper jaws of certain whales 鯨須

bharal 17 (n)
a goatlike animal of the Himalayas having a bluish-gray

coat
崖羊

compact 16 (adj) in a small space 小巧的

crustacean 13 (n) any of various types of water animals with a hard shell 甲殼類動物

deciduous 15 (adj) referring to plants that lose their leaves every autumn 每年落葉的

dwell 11 (v) to live in 棲身

feline 16 (n) a member of the cat family 貓科動物

in one’s element 15 (idiom)
in a place or situation where one is comfortable and

does well
得心應手

intimidate 12 (v) to frighten 恐嚇

krill 13 (n) a shrimp-like sea animal with a hard shell 磷蝦

lemming 14 (n) an animal which looks like a big mouse 旅鼠

lichen 14 (n)
a group of tiny plants that grows on rocks, walls or

trees
地衣

lynx 15 (n) a wild animal of the cat family 猞猁

mating season 11 (n)
the time of year when an animal have sex in order to

produce young
交配季節

microscopic 13 (adj) extremely small 微小的
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narwhal 12 (n)
a small arctic whale that has a long tusk growing out of

its mouth
獨角鯨

pika 17 (n) a small short-eared burrowing mammal 鼠兔

plumage 15 (n) all the feathers on a bird’s body 全身羽毛

prairie 14 (n) a treeless grassy plain 大草原

scavenger 17 (n) an animal that feeds on dead or decaying flesh 食腐動物

talon 14 (n) a sharp hooked claw on a bird 爪

walrus 13 (n)
a large, fat sea animal with two long teeth pointing

downwards
海象

wolverine 15 (n)
a heavily built short-legged animal with a long brown

coat and a bushy tail
狼獾

yak 16 (n) a large long-haired wild ox 犛牛

capsize 19 (v) (of a ship) to turn upside down 翻船

manoeuvre 19 (v) to perform a movement 操控

tow 18 (v) to pull a vehicle along behind another vehicle 拖車或船

advance 21 (v) to move forward 前進

erode 23 (v) to rub away gradually 侵蝕

grotto 24 (n) a small cave 洞穴

resemble 22 (v) to look like something 像

antler 25 (n) a branched structure that grows on the head of a deer 鹿角

clan 27 (n) a group of families that share the same family name 氏族

expanse 25 (n) a wide and open space 廣闊的區域

lasso 27 (n) a rope formed into a ring for catching cattle 套索

nippy 26 (adj) chilly 冷颼颼的

nomadic 25 (adj)
travelling from place to place instead of living in one

place all the time
遊牧的

pasture 27 (n)
a field covered with grass and suitable for grazing by

animals
牧草地

roam 25 (v) to travel around without a clear direction 遊走

steppe 31 (n) a large area with grass but no trees 乾草原

tendon 25 (n) a strong cord in our body that joins a muscle to a bone 跟腱

blizzard 34 (n) a big snow storm 暴風雪

charge 39 (v)
to move quickly and aggressively towards someone or

something
進攻

court 37 (v) to perform actions in order to attract for mating 追求

duel 35 (n) a fight between two people 決鬥

foe 35 (n) an enemy 敵人

headbutt 35 (n)
an act of hitting someone violently using the front of

your head
頭槌

musk 38 (n)
an odorous secretion from the male musk deer that

can be used to make perfume
麝香

nimbly 35 (adv) quickly and skilfully 敏捷地

pungent 38 (adj) sharp biting in taste or smell 刺激性的

seduction 37 (n) an act of winning the love of someone 誘惑
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silhouette 38 (n) an outline of a solid object 輪廓

without further ado 35 (idiom) with no more delay 閒話少說


